
Product description  
Rottne simulators have been developed to simulate the  
working environment in full-size forestry machines to the 
greatest possible extent. The simulators are built with the 
same hardware and software as the real forestry machines.

This means that all settings for crane and harvester head  
functions are made in the same way on the simulators as  
in real life. Furthermore, the simulators have the same  
capabilities as real forestry machines when it comes to  
tailoring individual operator settings, importing bucking  
files, as well as reporting on felling jobs. 

Rottne simulators are equipped with Rottne’s Geo Info System 
in which digital map for the various felling districts can be 
entered. The Rottne simulators comes with both harvester  
and forwarder functionality. With a simple setting, the simula-
tor can switch from harvester to forwarder functionality.

Production and operating follow-up are possible   
The Rottne simulators are equipped with a complete control 
and meas¬urement system. This makes it possible to change 
machine settings and directly experience the change on the 
simulated machine. It is also pos¬sible to create different 
felling objects with production and operating follow-up (e.g., 
fuel consumption, engine and oil temperatures, etc.),  
precisely as on a real Rottne machine.  

Virtual environment with different types of forest  
and terrain  
The surroundings in the Rottne simulators covers an area of 
300 x 300 metres with varying terrain and forest roads. The 
area consists of differ¬ent stands of trees with everything 
from dense thinning to final thinning, as well as final felling. 
The tree species included are pine and birch, which means 
good visibility and clear graphics. Tree dimensions and the 
mixture of tree species vary.

Different exercises and free operation   
The Rottne simulators feature five training exercises  
with varying degrees of difficulty for both the harvester  
Rottne H11 and forwarder Rottne F13. There is also a 22-acre 
virtual forest area with varying terrain where free operating 
exercises can be conducted. Wind and other meteoro-
logical conditions can also be simulated in the train-
ing environment.  

Each trainee can create a unique login so 
that they can monitor their progress in 
crane and harvester head operation, 
productivity, stump heights and 
fuel consumption.

ROTTNE FORWARDER AND  
HARVESTER SIMULATORS   

 ger en verklighetsnära körupplevelse

Get as close to reality as possible



Rottne Simulator Motion  
With a motion platform that realistically simulates machine 
movement and operation over terrain.

CONTROL AND MEASURING SYSTEM

Machine control ROTTNE D5

Bucking system ROTTNE Forester

Display 15” touchscreen

Seat BeGe-seat with Rottne palettes and   
 5-button joystick

SIMULATOR 

Processor Second Level cache/ Intel 6 
 cores/15 MB/3,5 GHz

Graphics MSI GTX 1080

Hard drive SSD 256 GB och HDD SATA III 1000 GB

Screen 55” HD

Motion platform Yes

Power supply 200–240 VAC

WEIGHT AND DIMENSIONS

Packaging 200 x 110 x 150 cm (L x W x H)

Simulator 180 x 80 cm (L x W) 
 Height (seat) 190 cm 
 Height (screen) 225 cm 
 Width (screen) 125 cm 
 Weight 375 kg

Rottne Simulator Classic 
With stationary base.

CONTROL AND MEASURING SYSTEM

Machine control  ROTTNE D5

Bucking system ROTTNE Forester

Display 15”  touchscreen

Seat BeGe-seat with Rottne palettes and   
 5-button joystick

SIMULATOR

Processor Second Level cache/Intel 6   
 cores/15MB/3.5 GHz

Graphics MSI GTX 1080

Hard drive SSD 256 GB and HDD SATA III 1000 GB

Screen 55” HD

Motion platform No

Power supply 200–240 VAC

WEIGHT AND DIMENSIONS

Packaging 120 x 80 x 150 cm (L x W x H)

Simulator 150 x 80 cm (L x W) 
 Height (seat) 150 cm 
 Height  (screen) 170 cm 
 Bredd  (screen) 110 cm 
 Weight 210 kg
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